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Who were the scientific geniuses behind some of the most innovative and
important discoveries in modern medicine? Medical science in the 21st century is
continuing to advance, but the character of that advancement is now governed by
research teams and committees. Yet in the 19th century – a century when there
were many great individual discoveries in medicine – the contributions of four
individuals in particular accelerated developments in each of the main branches
of medicine. This medical history by Thomas Dormandy focuses on these four
individuals and their "moments of truth" - Laennec, a French physician;
Semmelweis, a Hungarian obstetrician; Lister, a Scottish surgeon; and Walter
Reed, an American army pathologist. They are not well known, compared with
their contemporaries in other walks of life, yet their moments of truth transformed
the lives of millions. Thomas Dormandy is a retired consultant pathologist (MD,
PhD, DSc, FRCS, FRCPath). He is the author of over 300 scientific papers and
two books aimed at a general readership, The White Death: A History of
Turberculosis , which was short listed for the Aventis prize and RMS book of the
month, and Old Masters, a work of art history.
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Drawing on rich source material in several languages and three scripts (Arabic,
Cyrillic, and Latin), this book presents a broad picture of international relations in
early modern Eastern Europe, at the crossing point of Genghisid, Islamic,
Orthodox, and Latin traditions.
"A richly perceptive sociological consideration of the Jewish community as a
caste in 19th- and early-20th-century Poland... A book that should be part of any
study of modern Polish culture or Diaspora Jewry." --Kirkus Reviews
Poland: The First Thousand Years is a sweeping account designed to amplify
major figures, moments, milestones, and turning points in Polish history. These
include important battles and illustrious individuals, alliances forged by marriages
and choices of religious denomination, and meditations on the likes of the Polish
battle slogan "for our freedom and yours" that resounded during the Polish fight
for independence in the long 19th century and echoed in the Solidarity period of
the late 20th century. -- From dust jacket.
Volume 5 Sermons 225-285 Charles Spurgeon (19 June 1834 – 31 January
1892) is one of the church’s most famous preachers and Christianity’s foremost
prolific writers. Called the “Prince of Preachers,” he was one of England's most
notable ministers for most of the second half of the nineteenth century, and he
still remains highly influential among Christians of different denominations today.
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His sermons have spread all over the world, and his many printed works have
been cherished classics for decades. In his lifetime, Spurgeon preached to more
than 10 million people, often up to ten times each week. He was the pastor of the
congregation of the New Park Street Chapel (later the Metropolitan Tabernacle)
in London for 38 years. He was an inexhaustible author of various kinds of works
including sermons, commentaries, an autobiography, as well as books on prayer,
devotionals, magazines, poetry, hymns and more. Spurgeon was known to
produce powerful sermons of penetrating thought and divine inspiration, and his
oratory and writing skills held his audiences spellbound. Many Christians have
discovered Spurgeon's messages to be among the best in Christian literature.
Edward Walford wrote in Old and New London: Volume 6 (1878) quoting an
article from the Times regarding one of Spurgeon’s meetings at Surrey: “Fancy
a congregation consisting of 10,000 souls, streaming into the hall, mounting the
galleries, humming, buzzing, and swarming—a mighty hive of bees—eager to
secure at first the best places, and, at last, any place at all. After waiting more
than half an hour—for if you wish to have a seat you must be there at least that
space of time in advance—Mr. Spurgeon ascended his tribune. To the hum, and
rush, and trampling of men, succeeded a low, concentrated thrill and murmur of
devotion, which seemed to run at once, like an electric current, through the
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breast of every one present, and by this magnetic chain the preacher held us fast
bound for about two hours. It is not my purpose to give a summary of his
discourse. It is enough to say of his voice, that its power and volume are
sufficient to reach every one in that vast assembly; of his language, that it is
neither high-flown nor homely; of his style, that it is at times familiar, at times
declamatory, but always happy, and often eloquent; of his doctrine, that neither
the 'Calvinist' nor the 'Baptist' appears in the forefront of the battle which is
waged by Mr. Spurgeon with relentless animosity, and with Gospel weapons,
against irreligion, cant, hypocrisy, pride, and those secret bosom-sins which so
easily beset a man in daily life; and to sum up all in a word, it is enough to say of
the man himself, that he impresses you with a perfect conviction of his sincerity.”
More than a hundred years after his death, Charles Spurgeon’s legacy continues
to effectively inspire the church around the world. For this reason, Delmarva
Publications has chosen to republish the complete works of Charles Spurgeon.
THE cause of Poland owed no effective aid to British statesmanship, from the
time of Pitt's passivity in 1792 to that of Lord Russell's non possumus in 1863;
and there was very cold comfort in the words which, as we learn from Mr.
Buckle's new volume, Disraeli used in the house of commons: "If the partition of
Poland was a great crime, it was a crime shared by the Polish people, as their
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national existence could not have been destroyed without some faults on their
side.' Students of history who have contented themselves with this kind of selfcomplacent judgement and the grain of truth which it contains, will do well to read
Dr. Lord's monograph, and more especially the introductory part of it, which deals
with 'the unfortunate historic evolution of the Polish constitution', together with the
very remarkable chapters treating of the beginnings of national revival, and of the
attempted realization of them in the constitution of the third of May. Dr. Lord justly
holds that the history of the second partition of Poland, which is his proper theme
(although he carries it forward in some respects to the much debated ground of
the negotiations which ended in the third partition), cannot be understood when
viewed as a mere episode in the history of the revolutionary war, or as a result of
the transactions (the reverse of complete) between the eastern powers down to
the time of the Russo-Prussian Convention of January 1793. To these
transactions Dr. Lord has given full attention; and those who can call to mind the
controversies of a past generation, in which the conclusions of Sybel's great book
on the revolutionary epoch were impugned by Hüffer and others and defended by
the eminent author with no measured scorn, will readily acknowledge the use
made in the present volume of the new sources, and of the new historical works,
Polish and Russian in particular, which have been open to the use of its writer.
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He has thus produced one of the most notable diplomatic studies that have been
recently published, and one which does great credit to the historical school of
which he is a member. --The English Historical Review, Volume 21
This volume documents the 17th Münster Lectures in Philosophy with Susan
Haack, the prominent contemporary philosopher. It contains an original,
programmatic article by Haack on her overall philosophical approach, entitled
‘The Fragmentation of Philosophy, the Road to Reintegration’. In addition, the
volume includes seven papers on various aspects of Haack’s philosophical work
as well as her replies to the papers. Susan Haack has deeply influenced many of
the debates in contemporary philosophy. In her vivid and accessible way, she
has made ground-breaking contributions covering a wide range of topics, from
logic, metaphysics and epistemology, to pragmatism and the philosophy of
science and law. In her work, Haack has always been very sensitive in detecting
subtle differences. The distinctions she has introduced reveal what lies at the
core of philosophical controversies, and show the problems that exist with
established views. In order to resolve these problems, Haack has developed
some ‘middle-course approaches’. One example of this is her famous
‘Foundherentism’, a theory of justification that includes elements from both the
rival theories of Foundationalism and Coherentism. Haack herself has offered the
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best description of her work calling herself a ‘passionate moderate’.
Discover this fascinating country with the most incisive and entertaining
guidebook on the market. Whether you plan to wander through Krakow's
magnificent medieval Old Town, hike in the Tatra Mountains or relax on the Baltic
coast, The Rough Guide to Poland will show you the ideal places to sleep, eat,
drink, shop and visit along the way. - Independent, trusted reviews written with
Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and insight, to help you get
the most out of your visit, with options to suit every budget. - Full-colour maps
throughout - navigate the cobbled alleys of Lublin or Warsaw's New Town without
needing to get online. - Stunning images - a rich collection of inspiring colour
photography. - Things not to miss - Rough Guides' rundown of Poland's best
sights and experiences. - Itineraries - carefully planned routes to help you
organize your trip. - Detailed regional coverage - whether off the beaten track or
in more mainstream tourist destinations, this travel guide has in-depth practical
advice for every step of the way. - Areas covered include: Warsaw, Mazovia and
Lódz, the Bay of Gdansk and the Wisla Delta, Torun, Mazuria and Podlasie,
Lublin, Zamosc, the Polish Carpathians, Kraków and Malopolska, the Tatras and
the Pieniny, Upper Silesia, Wroclaw and Lower Silesia, Wielkopolska,
Pomerania. - Attractions include: the Mazurian Lakes; wooden churches near
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Zakopane; Auschwitz-Birkenau; Malbork Castle; Kazimierz Dolny; Slowinski
national park; Wieliczka Salt Mine; Bialowieza national park; Bieszczady national
park; Rynek Glówny, Kraków, and much more. - Basics - essential pre-departure
practical information including getting there, local transport, accommodation, food
and drink, health, the media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities and more. Background information - a Contexts chapter devoted to history, books, music
and film, plus a handy language section and glossary. Make the Most of Your
Time on Earth with The Rough Guide to Poland
Forages through New England’s most famous foods for the truth behind the
region’s culinary myths Meg Muckenhoupt begins with a simple question: When
did Bostonians start making Boston Baked Beans? Storekeepers in Faneuil Hall
and Duck Tour guides may tell you that the Pilgrims learned a recipe for beans
with maple syrup and bear fat from Native Americans, but in fact, the recipe for
Boston Baked Beans is the result of a conscious effort in the late nineteenth
century to create New England foods. New England foods were selected and
resourcefully reinvented from fanciful stories about what English colonists cooked
prior to the American revolution—while pointedly ignoring the foods cooked by
contemporary New Englanders, especially the large immigrant populations who
were powering industry and taking over farms around the region. The Truth about
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Baked Beans explores New England’s culinary myths and reality through some
of the region’s most famous foods: baked beans, brown bread, clams, cod and
lobster, maple syrup, pies, and Yankee pot roast. From 1870 to 1920, the idea of
New England food was carefully constructed in magazines, newspapers, and
cookbooks, often through fictitious and sometimes bizarre origin stories touted as
time-honored American legends. This toothsome volume reveals the effort that
went into the creation of these foods, and lets us begin to reclaim the culinary
heritage of immigrant New England—the French Canadians, Irish, Italians,
Portuguese, Polish, indigenous people, African-Americans, and other New
Englanders whose culinary contributions were erased from this version of New
England food. Complete with historic and contemporary recipes, The Truth about
Baked Beans delves into the surprising history of this curious cuisine, explaining
why and how “New England food” actually came to be.
Prosecutor Szacki s investigation of a murder in a Polish town reveals the
poisonous anti-Semitism that haunts all who live there."
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In a time of national introspection regarding the country’s involvement in the
persecution of Jews, Poland has begun to reimagine spaces of and for Jewishness in
the Polish landscape, not as a form of nostalgia but as a way to encourage the
pluralization of contemporary society. The essays in this book explore issues of the
restoration, restitution, memorializing, and tourism that have brought present
inhabitants into contact with initiatives to revive Jewish sites. They reveal that an
emergent Jewish presence in both urban and rural landscapes exists in conflict and
collaboration with other remembered minorities, engaging in complex negotiations with
local, regional, national, and international groups and interests. With its emphasis on
spaces and built environments, this volume illuminates the role of the material world in
the complex encounter with the Jewish past in contemporary Poland.
This book concerns building an idealized image of the society in which the Holocaust
occurred. It inspects the category of the bystander (in Polish culture closely related to
the witness), since the war recognized as the axis of self-presentation and majority
politics of memory. The category is of performative character since it defines the roles
of event participants, assumes passivity of the non-Jewish environment, and alienates
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the exterminated, thus making it impossible to speak about the bystanders’ violence at
the border between the ghetto and the ‘Aryan’ side. Bystanders were neither passive
nor distanced; rather, they participated and played important roles in Nazi plans.
Starting with the war, the authors analyze the functions of this category in the Polish
discourse of memory through following its changing forms and showing links with social
practices organizing the collective memory. Despite being often critiqued, this point of
dispute about Polish memory rarely belongs to mainstream culture. It also blocks the
memory of Polish violence against Jews. The book is intended for students and
researchers interested in memory studies, the history of the Holocaust, the memory of
genocide, and the war and postwar cultures of Poland and Eastern Europe.
While both Spain and Poland developed genteel cultures grounded in Catholic religion,
and experienced periods of growth followed by long decline, it is also the case that
large differences in political economy and military structures also existed. Thus while
Spain merely declined in power, Poland was partitioned by three powerful and
rapacious neighbors. The Catholic and conservative elements that have been strong in
both Poland and Spain have often been portrayed as obscure nativist and racist and
even fascist. The purpose of this volume is to move beyond the simplistic vision this
created about both countries into a more balanced and careful appraisal of tradition and
development. Puncturing this stereotype, Eugene Genovese wryly notes that "as every
schoolboy knows, Europe's Catholic Right has consisted of reactionaries who began in
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the service of residual feudal landowners and ended in support of big capital's
exploitation and oppression of the masses. Still, the totalitarian horrors of the twentieth
century proved prescient....the warnings of the Catholic traditionalist Right about the
consequences of radical democracy and cultural nihilism. These splendid essays, as
readable as they are scholarly, launch a long overdue assessment of vital political
events." Ewa Thompson, professor of Slavic Studies at Rice University, writes. "The fall
of Communism facilitated growth of research in areas previously difficult to access. One
such area is Polish interest in Spain, the history of the Catholic Right in Europe. This
pioneering volume explores both narratives and succeeds in showing that they are
related. The similarities have to do with the symmetrical positions of Poland and Spain
asfrontiers of Europe against invasions from Islam. The present collection of papers
explores recent history developing against this background."
Known as the "Prince of Preachers," Charles Haddon Spurgeon was among the most
prolific and influential pastors of the 19th century. Characterized by profound insights
and a passionate call for personal relationships with Christ, Spurgeon's work has stood
the tests of time. Beloved even today, Spurgeon's sermons offer you the opportunity to
grow in your own faith in a conveniently digital format, designed for your busy life on the
go! Updated into modern language, with helpful explanatory footnotes, the text has
been carefully proofed to ensure the highest quality and accuracy. Brought to you by
the editors who translated the landmark work, Annals of the World, this first series of
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digital releases from the Spurgeon sermon collection is for the years 1855 and 1856 in
one convenient digital file at an unbeatable price! All sermons are unabridged and
include references to make it convenient for you to extend your Spurgeon studies. Easy
to read and hard to forget, these are sermons of substance that will impact your life
today!
Rafal Pankowski makes sense of the rapid growth of organized radical nationalism on the
political level in Poland by showing its origins, its internal dynamics and the historical, political,
social and cultural context that has made it possible.
A Grain of TruthBitter Lemon Press
This book offers a unique perspective on contemporary Polish cinema’s engagement with
histories of Polish violence against their Jewish neighbours during the Holocaust. Moving
beyond conventional studies of historical representation on screen, the book considers how
cinema reframes the unwanted knowledge of violence in its aftermaths. The book draws on
Derridean hauntology, Didi-Huberman’s confrontations with art images, Levinasian ethics and
anamorphosis to examine cinematic reconfigurations of histories and memories that are
vulnerable to evasion and formlessness. Innovative analyses of Birthplace (?ozi?ski, 1992), It
Looks Pretty From a Distance (Sasnal, 2011), Aftermath (Pasikowski, 2012), and Ida
(Pawlikowski, 2013) explore how their rural filmic landscapes are predicated on the radical
exclusion of Jewish neighbours, prompting archaeological processes of exhumation. Arguing
that the distressing materiality of decomposition disturbs cinematic composition, the book
examines how Poland’s aftermath cinema attempts to recompose itself through form and
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narrative as it faces Polish complicity in Jewish death.
Examines communist and Soviet activities in Eastern Europe leading to establishment of
communist governments and repression of liberties. May 3 and 4 hearings were held in
Chicago, Ill.; May 7 and 8 hearings were held in NYC; June 14-19 hearings were held in
London, England; and June 23-30 hearings were held in Munich, West Germany.
What has happened in Poland? Poland has erupted four times in the last twenty five years, but
only the events of 1980 have had comprehensive media coverage. As a result, many questions
have been raised in the minds of Western observers. How were such changes possible? What
forces lay behind them? In what way did the workers' strike relate to the demands for political
democracy? Although a colourful and vivid eye-witness account of the 1980 upheavals, it is to
these questions that Neal Ascherson's brilliant and thoughtful analysis mainly addresses itself.
Viewing the situation in perspective, he argues that the Polish working class has brought about
a controlled revolution, but is not intent on taking power for itself: the real heirs to the gains of
1980 and 1981 are likely to be the intelligentsia, in or out of the Communist Party. It is this
social and political ferment that poses fundamental questions about the future of the whole
Soviet system in Eastern Europe.

Hasidism, a kabbalah-inspired movement founded by Israel Ba'al Shem Tov
(c1700-1760), transformed Jewish communities across Eastern and East Central
Europe. In Men of Silk, Glenn Dynner draws upon newly discovered Polish archival
material and neglected Hebrew testimonies to illuminate Hasidism's dramatic
ascendancy in the region of Central Poland during the early nineteenth century. Dynner
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presents Hasidism as a socioreligious phenomenon that was shaped in crucial ways by
its Polish context. His social historical analysis dispels prevailing romantic notions about
Hasidism. Despite their folksy image, the movement's charismatic leaders are revealed
as astute populists who proved remarkably adept at securing elite patronage,
neutralizing powerful opponents, and methodically co-opting Jewish institutions. The
book also reveals the full spectrum of Hasidic devotees, from humble shtetl dwellers to
influential Warsaw entrepreneurs.
What is the role of preaching in the "double feast" churches -- churches whose
normative liturgical worship features rites at the two tables of the Word and of the
Eucharist? Father Michael Monshau adds timely and critical new perspective to the
issue by bringing together five significant voices from "double feast" churches whose
presentations, in effect, become varied, short textbooks on how to preach.
Bestselling Polish crime by award-winning author Zygmunt Miloszewski. All eyes are on
famous prosecutor Teodor Szacki when he investigates a skeleton discovered at a
construction site in the idyllic Polish city of Olsztyn. Old bones come as no shock to
anyone in this part of Poland, but it turns out these remains are fresh, the flesh
chemically removed. Szacki questions the dead man s wife, only to be left with a
suspicion she s hiding something. Then another victim surfaces a violent husband, alive
but maimed giving rise to a theory: someone s targeting domestic abusers. And as new
clues bring the murderer closer to those Szacki holds dear, he begins to understand the
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terrible rage that drives people to murder. From acclaimed Polish crime writer Zygmunt
Miloszewski comes a gritty, atmospheric page-turner that poses the question, what
drives a sane man to kill?"
Hunters become the hunted in a pulse-pounding art heist thriller from an international
bestselling author. It begins with a tantalizing clue: a recent photograph taken of
Raphael's Portrait of a Young Man--one of the most priceless masterworks ever
plundered by the Nazis, which disappeared and was believed destroyed. Now, with
proof of its existence, the Polish government wants it back. One wrong move and it
could vanish forever. Because bound together with the missing artwork are secrets that
have remained buried for a reason. That's why they've enlisted a woman with the right
motives: Dr. Zofia Lorentz, a tenacious historian driven by academic pride and personal
desire. Zofia isn't going at it alone. Her crack team of experts includes an exparamilitary tactical genius, a slick art dealer with black-market connections, and a
beautiful aristocrat who is also a family outcast and one of the most ingenious art
thieves in the world. From an isolated mansion in New York to Poland's Tatra
Mountains to the frozen Scandinavian wilderness, they're following the trail of an
increasingly elusive puzzle--right into a trap that is a cunning work of art in itself.
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